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⇒ main functions of HLT
− trigger rate: reduction by a factor 5(*)

(*) or more depending also on how loose is the L1 trigger

Belle2 High Level Trigger is on



1 HLT unit , ∼ 400 CPU cores/unit
each unit is completely independent

keep up with luminosity increase

∼ 20 PCIe40's

⇒ HLT activities
− performances + optimization

→ led by Vidya , KT , H.Grasland

Belle2 High Level Trigger

∘ max . input from L1 (designed value)= 30kHz
∘ event size = 100 kB/ev , (PXD: 1 MB/ev)

∘ max . output = 10kHz
∘ event size = (100 + 100 (PXD))kB/ev

⇒ main functions of HLT
− trigger rate: reduction by a factor 5(*)

(*) or more depending also on how loose is the L1 trigger
− reconstruction without PXD → RoI feedback
to Pixel Detector Readout

− tag events for calibration and physics skims
− monitoring (DQM on HLT /ExpressReco)

5

We organized the HLT switch on in Spring 2021





more than 300ms /evt : from which modules ?

many modules are responsible ...
but some shouldn 't be on the list

SVD, DQM, Unpacker ...



Optimization (Step 1, along release-05)



Optimization (Step 1, along release-05)





L1 trigger versus Luminosity

L1 menu change



exp 18 versus exp 24

following conditions of exp 18 → can operate until 13 kHz
(corresponding to 6×1034

/cm2
/s)



with 13 units

following conditions of exp 18 → can operate until 16 kHz
(corresponding to 8×1034

/cm2
/s)





with 13 units + release 07

release 07

following conditions of exp 18 → can operate until 20 kHz
(corresponding to 9×1034

/cm2
/s)



V .Bertacchi (CPPM /IJCLab)





promising results , possible CPU/event gain in order of 15% or so...
→ release-08



However , noticed pattern recognition quickly degraded (exp 26)



Summary

∘ Optimization during data taking (release -05) allowed us to survive until LS1 (13 kHz)

∘ with 3 HLT units more + release-08 (event time+ track fitting improvements)

⇒ should be able to reach 20 kHz (Luminosity ∼ 1035
/cm2

/s)

∘ need to carefully monitor tracking performance at higher luminosity

∘ need to make sure software development keeps CPU budget under control

∘ no clear path beyond 20 kHz... unless significant improvements in pattern recognition
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